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If you could have any animal's hair, whose would you choose?If you had a polar bear's double coat,

you would never have to wear a hat when playing in the snow. If you had reindeer hair, it could help

you stay afloat in water. And if you had a porcupine's hair, no bully would ever bother you

again!WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL HAIR? is a follow-up to the adorable WHAT IF YOU HAD

ANIMAL TEETH? Each spread will feature a photographic image of the animal and its hair on the

left and an illustration of a child with that animal's hair on the right. As in ANIMAL TEETH, the

illustrations will be humorous and will accompany informative text.
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My four year old was first introduced to this series at her preschool class, and she is fascinated by

these books. She loves it. They are informational and silly at the same time with crazy, exaggerated

drawings but also real wildlife photography. It is still a little too informational and gets boring for my

2-1/2 year old boy.

I love this book and so do my kiddos! We read the story and then we did a writing sample where the

children choose what kind of animal hair they wanted and why. I had different samples of the



different kinds of hair and they glued them to their head at the top of the writing sample. The book

was really cute and informational. This is a great informative-narrative if you are looking for one!

Perfect book to solidify the lesson on how animals adapt to their habitats. The text is full of facts, the

pictures are full of fun. This is definitely an engaging read. My daughter reads this book over and

over. She and I would like to have hair like an arctic fox, change is fun! Scholastic does a great job

picking their authors and Sandra Markle doesn't disappoint.

My boys love this book. They are always talking about what type of animal hair they might like to

have instead of their own. Some of the animals are a little unusual (giant pangolin? star nosed

mole?) but that just provides room for some more interesting types of "hair". The low price is a

definite plus! Highly recommended.

Loved this! My second graders loved this book, laughed out loud, and had fun guessing the identity

of each animal. Next year I plan on having them create a picture of themselves with animal hair.

Now that should be entertaining!

What if you had animal hair??!! As a teacher and parent.l, this book is great! It getting kids to think

about animal adaptations and compare themselves to the animals. Students love activities that

involve these fun animal facts!

I ordered two of these, one for my son, and one for the classroom where I work. It was a big hit with

everyone. The illustrations are adorable and it is very educational with a lot of facts about the

animals.

Nicely done with photographs telling the facts and illustrations connecting the fictional side.I used all

three books in the series while teaching my adaptations unit. We did a creative writing one using the

teeth version.
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